Generating and analyzing non-diffracting vector vortex beams
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

We experimentally generate non-diffracting vector vortex beams by using a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) and an azimuthal birefringent plate ($\varphi$-plate). The SLM generates scalar Bessel beams and the $\varphi$-plate converts them to vector vortex beams. Both single order Bessel beam and superposition cases are studied. The polarization and the azimuthal modes of the generated beams are analyzed. The results of modal decompositions on polarization components are in good agreement with theory. We demonstrate that the generated beams have cylindrical polarization and carry polarization dependent Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM).
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\section{1. INTRODUCTION}

We report the first experimental generation and analysis of non-diffracting vector vortex beams by using a SLM and an azimuthal birefringent plate ($\varphi$-plate). The SLM generates scalar Bessel beams and the $\varphi$-plate converts them to vector vortex beams. Both single order Bessel beam and superposition cases are studied. The polarization and the azimuthal modes of the generated beams are analyzed. We examine the azimuthally varying polarization by recording the beam profiles through an analyzer. We measure the OAM of each polarization components by doing a modal decomposition on the beams separated by a linear and a circular polarization beam splitter. The results are in good agreement with theory, showing different OAM in orthogonal circular polarizations and the corresponding OAM superposition in linear polarizations. The full analysis concludes that our generated beams have cylindrical polarization and carry polarization dependent OAM.

\section{2. BACKGROUND}

\subsection{2.1 Vector beam}

Polarization describes the vectorial nature of optical waves. Yet most correlated light beams in research have homogenous polarization thus scalar waves. The study on vector beams in which polarization is spatially inhomogenous has attracted much interest in recent years. One group of vector beams are linearly polarized with spatially varying and cylindrical symmetric polarization axis at cross-section, so called cylindrical vector beams\textsuperscript{1,2}. On a Poincare sphere, the polarization of these beams occupies the equator. A more general class of vector beams with spatially varying polarization that spans the entire Poincare sphere has also been proposed and implemented recently\textsuperscript{3}. The special properties of vector beams such as tight focusing has led to various application in optical imaging\textsuperscript{4} and manipulation\textsuperscript{5}. Various methods of generating vector beams have been proposed including spatially varying birefringent elements\textsuperscript{6,7}, optical fibers\textsuperscript{8}, and interferometric methods\textsuperscript{9}.

\subsection{2.2 Optical vortex}

An optical vortex field has a helical phase front about a singularity, which carry OAM. These helical wavefronts have an azimuthal angular dependence of $\exp(i\ell\phi)$ where $\ell$ is the topological charge and $\phi$ is the azimuthal angle. Examples that carry OAM include Laguerre-Gaussian beams\textsuperscript{10} and high-order Bessel beams\textsuperscript{11}. The non-diffracting property of the Bessel beams makes them especially interesting in many applications\textsuperscript{12,13}.
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2.3 Vector vortex beams

When the polarization singularity in a vector beam is also a phase singularity the beam becomes a vector vortex beam. By choosing a Bessel beam as the OAM-carrier, we can create a non-diffracting vector vortex beam. Prior experimental studies into the generation of non-diffracting vector vortex beams involved the use of interferometric techniques or subwavelength structures as a grating,\textsuperscript{14} an axicon,\textsuperscript{15} or an azimuthal phase plate in conjugation with an axicon.\textsuperscript{16}

In this work, we present a new method to generate and analyze non-diffracting vector vortex beams using geometric phase optics as the key elements.

3. THEORY

Geometric phase elements are a category of optical elements that work upon the geometric property of optical fields. A large subgroup utilize optical polarization in its vector space usually expressed by the Poincare sphere. Basically, when the polarization of light undergoes a change as a path on the Poincare sphere, the light gains an extra phase additional to the dynamic phase associated with optical path length. We exploit two key features of this geometric phase in this work. First, this phase is linearly proportional to polarization change, which is easily controlled by waveplate-like elements. Second, this phase is opposite for the two orthogonal circular polarization. A good example of geometric phase elements that creates a linear geometric phase is a Polarization Grating (PG) and its variations.\textsuperscript{18–20} The very unique property that the phase profile has opposite signs for right and left circularly polarized light, $2\Phi$ or $-2\Phi$, makes geometric phase elements intrinsically ideal for creating and analyzing vector vortex beams, based on the following observation.

The vector vortex beam can be decomposed into two scalar vortex beams in orthogonal homogenous circular polarizations, where the absolute polarization topological charge coincident with that of the helical phase singularity. Reversely, two orthogonal circular polarized helical beams with opposite helical phase should superimpose to a vector vortex beam. This relation can be explained by simple Jones calculus:

$$e^{i\Phi}[1 0] + e^{-i\Phi}[1 -1] \iff \begin{bmatrix} \cos(l\phi) \\ \sin(l\phi) \end{bmatrix}$$

(1)

The amplitude constants are omitted for the sake of simplicity.

The geometric phase element we used for generating vector vortex has a linear optical axis function in the azimuthal dimension $\Phi(\phi) = q\phi + \Phi_0$, which in many works is called a “$q$-plate”.\textsuperscript{21} For linear polarized input (with helical phase of charge $l_0$), the opposite phase is added to the right and left circular polarization components (Eq. 2a) and results in a vector vortex beam (Eq. 2b):

$$e^{i\phi} [1 0] \xrightarrow{\text{q-plate}} e^{i(l_0+2q)\phi} [1 1] + e^{i(l_0-2q)\phi} [1 -1]$$

$$\iff e^{il_0\phi} \begin{bmatrix} \cos(2q\phi) \\ \sin(2q\phi) \end{bmatrix}$$

(2b)

$$\iff (e^{i(l_0+2q)\phi} + e^{i(l_0-2q)\phi}) [1 0] + i(e^{i(l_0+2q)\phi} - e^{i(l_0-2q)\phi}) [0 1]$$

(2c)

From the vector vortex beam expression (Eq. 2b) we can see that the topological charge of the azimuthally varying polarization is determined by the $q$-plate. For $q = 1/2$, the resultant vector beams have a polarization singularity of charge 1, which includes the special cases of radial polarization and azimuthal polarization. Although this work is demonstrated with $q = 1/2$, it can easily be extended to other $q$ values.

Eq. 2c is the resultant beam decomposed into the linear polarization basis. It is shown that for each linear polarized component, two conjugate helical phase modes are present. Compare to the decomposition on the circular basis, we reveal an interesting characteristic of vector vortex beams, that is their helical mode decomposition result is dependent on the polarization choice. This is very different from scaler vortex beams, whose helical mode is independent on polarization.
4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. The spatial mode is prepared using a SLM. To generate scalar Bessel beams an expanded HeNe laser beam (633 nm) was directed onto the first SLM (SLM1). These fields were generated in a similar approach to Durnin’s ring-slit aperture method, implemented digitally on SLM1 (HoloEye, PLUTO-VIS, with 1920 × 1080 pixels of pitch 8 µm and calibrated for a 2π phase shift at 633 nm) with the use of complex amplitude modulation. An aperture at the Fourier plane selects the target Bessel beam. The q-plate is aligned to the beam to generate vector vortex Bessel beams. The generated beam is analyzed separately by two modules with the help of a flippable mirror. The first module consist of a removable polarizer and a CCD camera. The beam intensity and polarization profile is acquired by the camera. In the setting shown in Fig. 1 the camera records the beam at the far-field. We also moved the module to the location at the aperture to record the beam at the near-field. The second module does an OAM decomposition using SLM2. We consider the modal decomposition of our input field E into azimuthal modes exp(iℓφ) so that $E = \sum c_l \exp(i\ell \phi)$. The modal weighting coefficients $c_l$ may be found by the inner product of the field with an azimuthal match-filter, $c_l = \langle |E| \exp(i\ell \phi) \rangle$. The inner-product was executed experimentally by directing the modes onto the match-filter, encoded on SLM2 and viewing the Fourier transform, with the use of a lens, on the CCD (Spiricon BeamGage, SP620U). Since the SLM is only responsive to horizontal polarization, direct decomposition of the vector vortex beam is actually acting on the horizontal component (first term in Eq. 2c). To measure the two orthogonal circularly polarized scalar beams, we insert a PG before the decomposition. The PG acts as a circular polarizing beam splitter. The orientation of the PG is selected so that only right or left circularly polarized component is aligned to the SLM thus undergoing the azimuthal mode decomposition.

4.2 Cylindrical polarization

The first analysis on the generated beam is on its polarization. We first directly capture the beam intensity profile by the CCD camera before and after the q-plate, which correspond to the scalar Bessel beam from the SLM and the vector vortex Bessel beam generated by the q-plate, respectively. Then we insert a polarizer with an adjustable transmission axis to analyze the local polarization of the vector vortex Bessel beams. We captured all beams at their near-field and far-field (Fig. 2, first and third rows). Comparing the beams before and after the q-plate, we can see the beam center changes from an intensity peak to a minimum in the case of $l = 0$, which indicates that a singularity is created. In the case of $l = \pm 2$ the beam profile also changes, but since the singularity is complicated before and after, we will have a better understanding in the OAM decomposition section.
Figure 2. Beam profiles of two cases: input $l = 0$ (first and second row) and $l = \pm 2$ (third and fourth row). First column is the scalar Bessel from the SLM. Second column is the vector vortex Bessel from the q-plate. Third to fifth columns are the vector vortex Bessel beam captured with a rotating polarizer at 0 deg, 45 deg, and 90 deg, respectively. Both near-field (first and third row) and far-field (second and fourth row) are captured for each case.

The polarization of the vector vortex beams is verified azimuthally in Fig. 2. With a rotating polarizer, the transmitted portion of the beam rotates accordingly. This indicates an azimuthal polarization on the vector vortex beams. Comparing the cases of $l = 0$ and $l = \pm 2$, the local polarization orientation are the same. This result matches the theoretical prediction (Eq. 2b) that the polarization topological charge is solely dependent on the q-plate used to generate the vector vortex beam and the value is double the q-plate charge. For the q-plate we use, $q = 1/2$, so the polarization has a singularity of charge 1, which is usually referred to as cylindrical polarization. This can easily be expanded to higher charges or some complex polarization distributions with the use of different charge q-plates.

4.3 OAM decomposition results

The phase singularity is analyzed using azimuthal modal decomposition. Both the decomposition on linearly and circularly polarized components are presented in Fig. 3. In each subfigure the x-axis is the OAM charge of the input scalar beam from SLM1 and y-axis is the theoretical or experimentally measured OAM charge. The grey-scaled color in a block at $(x, y)$ denotes the model weighting coefficient $c_y$ with $l = x$ input scalar beam, where black is 0 and white is 1. First we have the decomposition results without PG shown in the first column. According to Eq. 2c, a single input of the OAM mode is transformed into two symmetric (about the input) OAM modes. The mode offset is decided by the q-plate charge. For our case, $q = 1/2$, the mode offset is $\pm 1$. In the plot $c_y = 0.5$ only at locations where $y = x \pm 1$ and $c_y = 0$ elsewhere. We can see that the experimental results match the theoretical prediction. For each input mode, the weighting coefficient peaks at two adjacent modes. The two symmetric modes are measured to have nearly equal weighting, the slight difference is believed to come from the imperfect linear polarization at the input. A polarizer can be added to the path before the q-plate to...
improve the balance. We also want to point out that if one adds a quarter wave plate before the \( q \)-plate and adjusts its optical axis so that the input polarization to the \( q \)-plate is changed between linear and circular, the weight ratio between the two output modes can be adjusted accordingly. More details on this feature of \( q \)-plates can be found in the cited literatures.\(^{21,26}\)

We then insert a PG before the camera and separate the orthogonal circular polarizations. The alignment is adjusted so that only the left or right circularly polarized component is captured each time. The results are summarized in the second and the third column in Fig. 3. The theoretical plots are generated according to Eq. 2a, only the \(-1\)(+1) mode should appear for left(right) circularly polarized component and its weighting should be 1. The experimental results show two perfect diagonal lines which match the theory. Cross-talk is almost not measurable (\(<1\%\)).

5. DISCUSSION

We have experimentally generated and analyzed non-diffracting vector Bessel beams. Digital holograms are used to control dynamic phase and create scalar vortex fields. An azimuthal wave plate is used to control geometric phase and convert these fields into cylindrical vector vortex fields. Although this work is focused on Bessel family spatial profiles and unit topological charge, the digital holograms are almost freely adaptable and the \( q \)-plate can be easily made with different configurations. Thus this method is very versatile and capable for the realization of a broad range of vector fields.

We detected the polarization of the generated vector field as well as their vortex nature by performing an azimuthal modal decomposition. In addition to their known classical applications, having the ability to simultaneously control the polarization and OAM degrees of freedom is useful in hyper-entanglement systems.
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